
Title: Where’s My Baby? 
 

Objective: Match adult mammal to its offspring 

Time: 5-10 minutes 

Materials Needed: Picture cards of an adult mammal and its offspring (found at 

jeffersfoundation.org) 
 

 

Directions: 
1. Hold up a picture of an adult animal and its offspring. Ask “How can this baby find its mother?”  

Model ideas of the sounds or movements that the baby could make to find its mother. 

2. Pass a picture card of a baby or adult mammal to each child. 

3. Have students find their match and greet each other with the appropriate animal sound or action/movement. 
 

 

Discussion Questions: 
1. How could you tell which animal was your match? 

2. What can you observe that is the same when comparing the adult and the baby? 

3. What can you observe that is different when comparing the adult and baby? 

4. What characteristics make a mammal a mammal?   

5. Could we do the same activity with other vertebrate groups (Fish, Reptiles, Amphibians, or Birds)? Would it be easier? Why or 

why not?           

 

 

 

 

 Greeting 
 Theme: Mammals 
 Topic: Heredity 
 Suggested Grade Level K-2 
 Indoors or Outdoors: Either 
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Science and Engineering Practices:  
1. Asking questions (science); 8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. 

Crosscutting Concepts:  

6. Structure and function. 

Disciplinary Core Idea:  

Life Sciences: LS 3: Heredity: Inheritance and variation of traits. 

 

Background Information: 
• Classifying is grouping things according to common characteristics 

• One group of vertebrate animals is called mammals.   

• Mammals are animals that have hair (fur), are warm-blooded, give live birth, and produce milk for their young 

• There are about 4,000 kinds of mammals.   

• A baby mammal closely resembles, but may not be identical, to its parents. 

 

Additional Resources: 
• Are You My Mother? by P.D. Eastman 

• Is Your Mama A Llama? by Deborah Gurino 

• Does A Kangaroo Have A Mother Too? by Eric Carle 

 

Correlates with: 
Activity - Guess the Mammal (p. 47) 

Interdisciplinary Lesson - Draw a Mammal (p. 93) 














